
Questions for Symbol & Analogy seminar, 2/1076

1. Does talk of self-appropriation of consmious activities mean that it is pos-
sible to broaden one's consciousness so that in the very &other understanding

one can be simultaneously and equally conscious both of one's being conscious
and of the object of consciousness? that is, does one attempt to have two ex-
plicit objects of consciousness, namely, one's own inner conscious activity and
the exterior object which the conscious activity intends?

2. Re. the separability of operations of consciousness; It seems that, though
one can distinguish four levels of consciousness. in practice all the levels

are involved in every conscious act. Are there really occasions when one or ano-
ther of the conscious operations occurs without the others? It does seem clear
that I often separate decision from judenent but not that I separate the other
three operations from one another. For when I experience and understand, don't
I also judge that what I understand is so? And if further research shows that I
have been mistaken, isn't there still in this new and correct judgment aspects
of new experience and understanding?
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